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Abstract� A holomorphic function � in a Jordan domain G in the complex plane
is constructed with all its derivatives extending continuously up to the boundary �G
that happens to be a natural boundary of �� In addition� the action of a certain class
of operators on � presents some universal properties related to the overconvergence
phenomenon�

x �� INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION

In this paper� we are concerned with the problem of the existence of holomorphic

functions de�ned on a Jordan domain G of the complex plane that enjoy simulta�

neously several properties� namely �

� The boundary of G is the natural boundary of those functions�

� They are boundary�regular� that is� their derivatives of all orders extend

continuously up to the boundary of G�

� The power series expansion of each such a function around a pre�xed point of

G presents gaps outside a prescribed sequence S of integers with upper density

d�S	 
 ��

� The action of a certain class of operators �including� for instance� the identity

and the di�erentiation operators of all orders� on the partial sums of their Taylor
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expansions satisfy some kind of �external universality� which is� in fact� a strong

version of overconvergence�

The aim of this note is the construction of a function with all above properties� The

precise statement together with its proof will be postponed till Section �� In the

remainder of this section� the pertinent terminology will be �xed� and some historical

or bibliographical notes will be pointed out� A number of preparatory results will be

stated in Section �� where we also introduce a new class of operators� which are rather

�natural� to our goal�

As usual� by C � D �Q� N�N� we denote the complex plane� the open unit disk� the set of

rational numbers� the set of positive integers and N�f�g� respectively� A subsequence

fnjgj�� in N or N� will always mean a strictly increasing sequence n� � n� � � � �� If

M � C then M��M� �M will stand for the interior� the closure and the boundary�

respectively� of M in C � If G is a domain �i�e� a nonempty� connected open subset	

of C � then H�G	 represents the set of holomorphic functions on G� Let be given a

function f � H�G	� then we say that f is holomorphic exactly on G �or G is the

domain of holomorphy of f � or �G is the natural boundary of f	 if f is analytically

noncontinuable across any point of �G or� more precisely� for every a � G� the radius

of convergence of the Taylor series of f with center at a equals the Euclidean distance

between a and �G� ByHe�G	 we abbreviate the class of all functions which are exactly

holomorphic on G� Mittag�Le�er discovered in ���� that He�G	 �
 � for all domains

G� see ���� Chapter ���� It is clear that if f � He�G	 then f has no holomorphic

extension to any domain containing G strictly�

Let G � C be a domain� Then A��G	 denotes the class of holomorphic functions in

G with very regular behavior at the boundary� that is�

A��G	 

�
f � H�G	 � f ��� has a continuous extension to G for all � � N�

�
�

Notice that while H�G	 is a Frechet space �i�e� a completely metrizable locally convex

space	 when endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta� In the

case that G is boundes then the class A��G	 also becomes a Frechet space under the

metric topology de�ned by fn � f in A��G	 if and only if f
���
n � f ��� uniformly in

G for every � � N��

For a domainG � C �a compact set L � C � respectively	 we denote byM�G	 �M�L	�

respectively	 the collection of all compact sets K � G
c
�K � Lc� respectively	 with

connected complement in C � If K � C is compact� then by A�K	 we mean the family

of all functions which are continuous on K and holomorphic in its interior K�� The

class A�K	 becomes a Banach space under the maximun norm�
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Note that A��G	 	He�G	 may well be empty or not� For instance� the function �

with ��z	 �

P�

n�� exp�
�
n��	z�

n

belongs to A��D 		He�D 	 �see ���� Chapter ���	�

but A�G	 	He�G	 
 � if G �
 D n ��� �	� Another interesting example of a function

� � A��D 	 	He�D 	 is given by

��z	 �
 �z �
�X
n��

z�
n

�n
� �

It turns out that � is one�to�one on D and hence mapping D conformally onto a

Jordan domain G whose boundary �G is a C��curve which is nowhere analytic�

Let us recall that J� Siciak proved in ���� a strong statement about noncontinuability

in a N �dimensional setting �his proof leans on typical methods of several complex

variables	 whose one�dimensional instance asserts that if G � C is a bounded domain

such that G 
 G
�
and G

c
is connected then He�G	 	A��G	 �
 ��

Suppose that S 
 fsjgj�� be a subsequence of N� and let �S�n	 be the number of

m � S with m � n� Then the upper and lower density of S are de�ned as

d�S	 �
 lim sup
n��

�S�n	

n
� d�S	 �
 lim inf

n��

�S�n	

n
�

If d�S	 
 d�S	 
� d�S	 then S is said to have the density d�S	�

If now G � C is a domain and z� � G then by HS�z��G	 we mean the class of

holomorphic functions in G whose power series expansion around z� presents gaps

outside S or� equivalently�

HS�z��G	 

�
f � H�G	 � f �n��z�	 
 � for all n �� S

�
�

Therefore if f � HS�z��G	 we have in a neighborhood of z� that

f�z	 

�X
���

a��z 
 z�	
� with a� 
 � for all � �� S�

For the sake of simplicity� we set HS���G	 
 HS�G	� Moreover� PS will stand for the

family of lacunary polynomials P �z	 

�X

���� ��S

c�z
� with gaps outside S�

If f � H�G	� z� � G and n � N�� then we denote by S�f� z�� n	 the partial sum of

order n of the Taylor expansion f�z	 

P�

���
f��� �z��

�� �z 
 z�	� of f around z�� that

is� S�f� z�� n	�z	 �

Pn

���
f����z��

�� �z 
 z�	� �

A century ago Porter discovered that certain Taylor series with radius of convergence

� enjoy the property that some subsequences of their sequences of partial sums �with
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z� 
 �	 converge at some points outside the closed unit disk D � This phenomenon

is called overconvergence� Starting from ����� this idea has been largely developed

and strengthened along various ways� as for instance � the partial sums have been

replaced by the action of certain in�nite matrices �with constant or non�constant

entries� � the overconvergence has been reinforced to the universal property of uniform

approximation to any function f � A�K	 for certain compact sets K �with K	G 
 �

or even K 	G 
 �� where G is a domain� � the Taylor series have been generalized to

Laurent series or Faber series � and some properties have been shown to be generic

in the space X � H�G	 where they are studied �that is� the subset of functions of X

satisfying each of such properties is residual inX	� These improvements are contained

in a number of papers by Chui�Parnes� Melas� Nestoridis� Costakis� Katsoprinakis�

Papadoperakis� Vlachou� Gehlen� M�uller and the authors� among others �see ����

�� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� �� ��� �� �� and the references contained

in them	� Finally holomorphic functions satisfying both properties of universality�

overconvergence and lacunarity have been found by Gharibyan� M�uller and the third

author in �����

x �� PRELIMINARIES AND A NEW CLASS OF OPERATORS

This section is devoted to state several auxiliary results to be used later� and to

consider certain classes of operators which are adequate for the statement of our

main result�

Let be given a �xed � � R and consider the logarithmic ��spirals

L� �
 fz 
 e���i��t� t � Rg � f�g �

Then a set M � C is called ��starlike with respect to z� 
 � if

M � �L� 	 D 	 �
 fz 
 	w� 	 �M� w � L� 	 D g 
M

and M is called ��starlike with respect to z� �M if Mz� �
 fz 
 	 
 z�� 	 � Mg is

��starlike with respect to the origin� If � 
 � then M is starlike in the traditional

sense�

The content of the following lemma can be found in ���� and �����

Lemma ���� Let S be a subsequence of N� with d�S	 
 � and suppose that K is a

compact set with connected complement and � � K�� Assume that f is holomorphic

on K with

f�z	 

�X
���

f�z
� where f� 
 � for all � 
� S
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near the origin� Suppose in addition that one of the two conditions is satis�ed �

�a	 d�S	 
 ��

�b	 d�S	 
 � and the component of K which contains the origin is �starlike with

respect to the origin�

Then for every � � � there exists a lacunary polynomial P � PS such that

max
z�K

jf�z	 
 P �z	j � ��

Recall that a power series
P�

��� a��z 
 z�	� is said to have Ostrowski gaps �pk� qk	

�k � N	 if pk� qk are positive integers such that

p� � q� � p� � q� � � � � � lim
k��

qk
pk

��

and lim
���
��I

ja�j
��� 
 �� where I 


�
k�N

�pk� qk	�

Lemma ���� Assume that G is a domain� Let z� � G and let f � H�G	 such that

the Taylor expansion of f around z� has Ostrowski gaps �pk� qk	 �k � N	� Then

sup
��L

sup
z�K

jS�f� z�� pk	�z	 
 S�f� 	� pk	�z	j � � �k��	 ��	

for every pair K� L of compact sets with K � C � L � G�

Proof  In ���� Theorem �� it is shown that the expression in ��	 without �sup��L�

tends to zero for each compact set K� But its proof reveals in fact that such

convergence to zero holds uniformlywith respect to 	 whenever 	 belongs to a compact

subset of G�

Next we are going to consider two kinds of operators �i�e� continuous linear self�

mappings	 on the space E �
 H�C 	 of entire functions� This �rst kind is that of

operators T � E � E having dense range� For instance� if T �E	  fpolynomialsg then

T has dense range� Trivially� T has dense range if it is surjective� The second kind of

operators is less usual� and it is �xed in the following de�nition�

De�nition ���� Let L � C be a compact set and T be an operator on E � Then we say

that T is compactly L�externally controlled if the following property is satis�ed �

Given � � � and a compact set K � M�L	� there are  � � and M � M�L	

such that �
h � E and sup

z�K
jh�z	j � 

�
implies sup

z�K
j�Th	�z	j � ��
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Examples ���� �� Let  �z	 

P�

n�� anz
n be an entire function� Then  is said

to be of exponential type provided that there are positive constants A� B such

that j �z	j � A exp�Bjzj	 for all z � C � Consider its associated formal linear

�in general� in�nite order	 di�erential operator  �D	 

P�

n�� anD
n de�ned as

 �D	f 

P�

n�� anf
�n� �f � E	� Then  �D	 is in fact a well�de�ned operator on

E � This is easy to see just by taking into account the Cauchy estimates as well as

the fact that  is of exponential type if and only if the sequence f�n!janj	��ngn�� is

bounded� By the Malgrange�Ehrenpreis theorem �see ���� or ����	 we have that  �D	

is surjective �so it has dense range	 as soon as  �� ��

Assume now that  is of subexponential type� that is� for given � � � there is

a positive constant A such that j �z	j � A exp��jzj	 for all z � C � equivalently�

limn���n!janj	��n 
 � �see for instance ��� � see also ��� for a good exposition about

the corresponding operators  �D		� Then  �D	 �
 T is compactly L�externally

controlled for every compact set L � C � Indeed� if � � � and K � M�L	 are �xed�

we can choose a Jordan domain J such that K � J�� L 	 J 
 � and � �
 �J is

recti�able� Recall that �n!janj	��n � � �n��	� Therefore given e� �
 dist�K���
� there

is a constant A � �����	 such that n!janj � Ae�n �n � N�	� Let us de�ne

M �
 J and  �

� � dist�K� �	

A � length��	
�

Then M � M�L	 and  � �� Now� if we make � oriented counterclockwise� we get

from the Cauchy integral formula for derivatives that for every z � K and every h � E

one has

j�Th	�z	j 


�����
�X
n��

anh
�n��z	

����� 




�����
�X
n��

an � n!

��i

I
�

h�t	

�t
 z	n��
dt

����� �
�X
n��

Ae�n
��

�
supt�� jh�t	j � length��	

�dist�K� �	n��
�

�
A � length��	 supz�� jh�t	j

� � dist�K� �	
�
�X
n��

�
�

�

�n



A � length��	

dist�K� �	
� sup
w�M

jh�w	j�

Hence supz�K j�Th	�z	j � � whenever supz�M jh�z	j � � as required�

�� The second part of the above example covers the cases T 
 Dn �n � N�	�

where D� �
 I 
 the identity operator� Indeed� just take  �z	 �
 zn� However� if  

is of exponential type then  �D	 is not always controlled in the sense of De�nition

���� For instance� if we take  �z	 �
 ez then  �D	 is the translation operator that

takes a function h � E to the function z �� h�z � �	� which is not controlled for

some compact set L � C � In fact� more is true � If � � E is not the identity then the
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composition operator C	 � E � E de�ned as C	h 
 h�� is not compactly L�externally

controlled for some compact set L� Indeed� �x � � C such that � �
 ���	 �
 � and

choose L �
 f�g� �� �
 �� K 
 f�g� Observe that K � M�L	� Now �x  � � and

M �M�L	� By the Runge approximation theorem �see ����	 �applied to the compact

set M � f�g� we can �nd a polynomial h such that jh�z	 
 �j �  �z � M 	 and

jh��	 
 �j � �� Hence supz�M jh�z	j �  but supz�K j�C	h	�z	j 
 jh��	j � ��� as

required� It is clear that C	 is L�controlled for all compact sets if � is the identity� If

� is not the identity but it is a nonexpansive similarity �that is� ��z	 � a�z 
 b	 � b�

where jaj � � and b is the �unique	 �nite �xed point of �� then C	 is compactly

L�externally controlled� where L is any closed ball with center at b�

As for the density of the range� we claim that if � � E then C	 has dense range if and

only if � is a similarity ��z	 � az � b �a� b � C with a �
 �	� Indeed� the part �if� is

evident because C	 would be surjective� Finally� suppose that C	 has dense range and

that� by the way of contradiction� � is not one�to�one� Then there are points a� b � C

with a �
 b such that ��a	 
 ��b	� By density� there is sequence ffngn�� � E for

which fn ��� g �n��	 in E � where g�z	 � z� In particular� limn�� fn���a		 
 a

and limn�� fn���b		 
 b� which is absurd because ��a	 
 ��b	� Therefore � is an

injective entire function� so it is a similarity� which proves the claim�

�� Let � � E and consider the multiplication operator M� � f � E �� �f � E �

It is easy to see that M� is always compactly L�externally controlled for all compact

sets L � C and that� in addition�M� has dense range if and only if � has no zeros�

�� Given a compact set L � C � the familyA of compactly L�externally controlled

operators is a vector algebra in the space of all operators on E � that is� if �� � are

complex numbers and T�� T� are in A� then the operators �T� � �T� and T� � T� are

in A too� Indeed� this is evident for �T� � �T�� As for the composition T� � T�� �x a

number � � � together with a compact set K � M�L	� Then there are � � � and

M� � M�L	 such that kT�fkK � � whenever f � E and kfkM� � �� By using now

that T� is controlled� there are  � � andM �M�L	 such that �h � E and khkS � �

implies kT�hkM� � �� Then if khkM �  we obtain kT�T�hkK � �� and we are done�

x �� CONSTRUCTION OF A UNIVERSAL FUNCTION

We are now ready to construct the promised universal function with respect to

overconvergence having moreover additional properties of lacunarity� boundary�

regular behavior and non�continuability�

Theorem ���� Suppose that G is a Jordan domain� that z� � G and that S is a

subsequence of N� satisfying at least one of the following conditions �
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�a	 d�S	 
 ��

�b	 d�S	 
 � and G is �starlike with respect to z� � G�

Then there exist a function � � A��G	 	 He�G	 	 HS�z��G	 and a subsequence

fpkgk�� � N� for which the following properties hold �

�A	 For each compact set L � G we have S��� 	� pk	 � � �k � �	 in A��G	

uniformly for all 	 � L�

�B	 For each compact set K � M�G	� each compactly Gexternally controlled

operator T on E with dense range� and each f � A�K	� there exists a subsequence

fkjgj�N � N� such that

lim
j��

sup
��L

sup
z�K

j�TS��� 	� pkj 		�z	 
 f�z	j 
 �

for every compact set L � G�

Proof  �� Without loss of generality� we can assume that z� 
 �� Let fK

�g��� be an

exhausting sequence forM�G	� that is�K

� �M�G	 for each � and� givenK �M�G	�

there is � � N depending on K such that K � K� �see for instance �Lemma �������	�

Let f"

�g��� be an enumeration of all polynomials with coe#cients in Q� iQ�

Suppose that f�Kn�"n	gn�� is an arrangement of all K

� and "


� in which any

combination �K

� �"



�	 occurs in�nitely many often�

We choose a sequence of Jordan domains Gn with recti�able boundary satisfying

G � Gn�� � Gn�� � Gn �n � N	�

Gn 	Kn 
 � �n � N	 and

�	
n��

Gn 
 G�

In the case that G is ��starlike with respect to z� 
 � then we assume in addition

that all Gn are ��starlike also �see for instance Duren ����� Theorem ����	�

�� We construct sequences fpngn��� fqngn�� � N� and a sequence fPngn�� of

polynomials by induction� First� we de�ne

n �
 dist�G� �Gn	� �n �
 length ��Gn	� �n �

nn

n!n��n
�n � N	�

Without loss of generality we may assume n � � �n � N	�

By Lemma ��� there exists a polynomial

P��z	 


p�X
���

a�z
� with a� 
 � for � �� S
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which satis�es

max
z�G�

jP��z	j � �� and max
z�K�

jP��z	 
"��z	j � ��

We assume that P�� � � � � Pn have already been determined and that Pn has the form

Pn�z	 


pnX
��qn��

a�z
� with a� 
 � for � �� S�

We have set q� �
 �� Choose qn � N with qn � npn� Observing that Sn �
 ft � S �

t � qng also satis�es d�Sn	 
 � if �a	 holds and d�Sn	 
 � if �b	 holds we can �nd by

Lemma ��� again a polynomial

Pn���z	 


pn��X
��qn

a�z
� with a� 
 � for � �� S ��	

which satis�es

max
z�Gn��

jPn���z	j � �n�� ��	

and

max
z�Kn��

�����Pn���z	 



"n���z	 


nX
���

P��z	

������ � �

n � �
� ��	

By induction we get fpngn��� fqngn�� and fPngn���

�� For �xed l � N� and n � l we obtain from the Cauchy integral formula for

derivatives �we can assume that �Gn is oriented counterclockwise	 that

max
z�G

jP �l�
n �z	j 
 max

z�G

���� l!��i
I
�Gn

Pn�		

�	 
 z	l��
d	

���� � l!

��
� �n �

�n
�n	l��

� n!�n �
�n
 nn



�

n�
�

Therefore the series
P�

n��P
�l�
n �z	 converges for each l � N� uniformly on G� and it

follows that the function �� which is de�ned by

��z	 �

�X
n��

Pn�z	�

is holomorphic on G and that each derivative ��l� has a continuous extension to G�

In other words� � � A��G	�

�� We consider the power series of � around the origin� By the special form ��	 of the

polynomials Pn and by the property qn � npn �n � N	� the powers in Pn and Pm do

not overlap if n �
 m and therefore the power series of � is given by

��z	 

�X
���

a�z
� with a� 
 � for � �� S� ��	
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Thus� � � HS�G	� For its partial sums S��� �� n	 we obtain especially

S��� �� pk	�z	 


pkX
���

a�z
� 


kX
���

P��z	�

and we get for each l � N�

�S��� �� pk		
�l��z	 


kX
���

P �l�
� �z	� ��l��z	 �k ��	

uniformly on G� Hence

S��� �� pk	� � in A��G	� ��	

Let us de�ne the functions of two complex variables Fk � G� C � C �k � N	 by

Fk�	� z	 �
 S��� 	� pk	�z	 
 S��� �� pk	�z	 


pkX
���

�
�����		

�!
�z 
 		� 


������	

�!
z�

�

Then every Fk is separately analytic with respect to 	� z � whence it is analytic in

G� C by Hartog$s theorem �pages �� and ����������� Note that� due to Lemma ����

Fk tends to zero compactly in G�C � Therefore the Weierstrass convergence theorem

for several variables �see �page ��������	 guarantees that �lFk
�z
l � � �k � �	

uniformly on compacta in G � C for each l � N�� Finally� this combined with ��	

shows that� for every compact set L � G� one has S��� 	� pk	 � � �k � �	 in

A��G	 uniformly in 	 � L� This concludes the proof of �A	�

�� It remains to prove �B	 and that � � He�G	� With this aim� �x any K � M�G	

and any f � A�K	� By Mergelyan$s theorem �see ����	 there exists a sequence of

polynomials f"

mj
gj�� with

"

mj

� f �k��	 uniformly on K� ��	

The set K is contained in some K

� and by our construction there exists a sequence

fkjgj�� � N with K

� 
 Kkj � "



mj

 "kj �j � N	�

From ��	 we obtain

max
z�K

������
kjX
���

P��z	 
"kj �z	

������ � �

kj
�

and together with ��	 we get

S��� �� pkj	�z	 


pkjX
���

a�z
� 


kjX
���

P��z	� f�z	 �k ��	 uniformly on K�
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�� The power series ��	 has Ostrowski gaps �pk� qk	 �k � N	 with qk
pk � ��

By the universal properties established in step ��	� the sequence fS��� �� pkj 	gj��

cannot converge at any point of G
c
� It therefore follows from Ostrowski$s theorem on

overconvergence �see for instance �page ��������	 that � � He�G	�

�� Finally� �x again a set K � M�G	 and a function f � A�K	� Fix also a compactly

G�externally controlled operator T � E � E with dense range� Let � � �� Then there

exists g � E such that

sup
z�K

j�Tg	�z	
 f�z	j �
�

�
� ��	

By the control property� we can �nd a number  � � and a set M �M�G	 such that�
h � E and sup

z�M
jh�z	j � 

�
implies sup

z�K
j�Th	�z	j �

�

�
� ��	

By step � �with K� f replaced by M � g� respectively	 we can get a number

k 
 k��	 � N satisfying

sup
z�M

jS��� �� pk	�z	 
 g�z	j � �

Hence ��	 tells us that

sup
z�K

j�TS��� �� pk		�z	 
 �Tg	�z	j �
�

�
� ��	

where we have used the linearity of T � Therefore� ��	� ��	 and the triangle inequality

yield

sup
z�K

j�TS��� �� pk		�z	
 f�z	j � ��

By choosing � 
 �
j �j � N	� it is evident that there is a sequence fk��	 � k��	 �

� � �g � N for which

sup
z�K

j�TS��� �� pk�j�		�z	 
 f�z	j � � �j ��	� ���	

In order to prove �B	 it is enough �thanks to ���	 and the linearity of T� to select a

sequence fj��	g��� � N such that

sup
��L

sup
z�K

j�T �S��� 	� pk�j����	
 S��� �� pk�j����			�z	j � � �j ��	 ���	

for all compact sets L � G� Finally� we would re�label pk�j� � pk�j���� and this would

conclude the proof� With this aim� the control property of T comes anew to our help�
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Fix an increasing sequence of comact sets L� � G �� � N	 with the property that

every compact set L � G is included in some L� �see for instance ���� Chapter ���	�

By Lemma ���� we have for all compact sets L � G� M � C that

sup
��L

sup
z�M

jS��� 	� pk�j�	�z	 
 S��� �� pk�j�	�z	j � � �j ��	� ���	

Given � � N� there exist � � � and M� �M�G	 such that supz�K j�Th	�z	j � �
�

for every h � E with supz�M�
jh�z	j � � � From ���	� there is j��	 � N �by induction�

it can be obtained j��	 � j��	 � � � �	 with

sup
z�M�

jS��� 	� pk�j����	�z	 
 S��� �� pk�j����	�z	j � � �	 � L�	� ���	

Let us prescribe a compact set L � G� Then there is �� � N such that L � L� for all

� � ��� Consequently� ���	 and the control property give us for all � � �� that

sup
��L

sup
z�K

j�T �S��� 	� pk�j����	
 S��� �� pk�j����			�z	j

� sup
��L�

sup
z�K

j�T �S��� 	� pk�j����	 
 S��� �� pk�j����			�z	j �
�

�
� � �� ��	�

Thus� ���	 is derived� as required� and the proof is complete�

We conclude the paper by gathering a number of comments concerning Theorem ���

and its proof�

Remarks ���� �� Observe that the proof of the last theorem is rather constructive�

in the sense that it is not based on Baire�category arguments�

�� A closer look at the proof reveals that one can weaken slightly the hypothesis

of denseness of the range of T � In fact� it is enough to assume that T �E	 is dense

for the topology on E de�ned by the uniform convergence on all sets in M�G	� For

instance� if � � E and � �
 ����f�g	 � G� then the multiplication operator M� has

not dense range but it still satis�es the conclusion of Theorem ����

�� In the case that d�S	 
 � our theorem remains valid if the Jordan domain

G is replaced by� more generally� a bounded domain G with G 
 G
�
and G

c

connected� Indeed� in step � we still can �nd Jordan domains Gn with G � Gn and

Gn 	Kn 
 � �n � N	 � then one would take n �
 minf�� dist�G� �Gn	g to make the

adequate estimations� Finally� in step �� from the application of Ostrowski$s theorem

it follows that the largest domain contained in G �that is� G
�
� is the domain of

holomorphy of �� But G 
 G
�
� so � � He�G	� The remaining steps of the proof

may stay unchanged� Consequently� we have obtained the one�dimensional case of
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Siciak$s theoremmentioned in Section �� but enriched with lacunarity and universality

properties�

�� Concerning �A	� even in the familiar case G 
 D � 	 
 � one may well have

for a function � � A��D 	 that S��� �� n	 �� � �n��	 in A��D 	� In fact� there are

functions � � A�D 	 such that its sequence of Taylor polynomials at the origin does

not converge to � in A�D 	 �that is� uniformly on D 	� Only it is true that ��rz	� ��z	

�r� ��	 in A�D 	 for all � � A�D 	� see ��� p� ����	�

�� Concerning �B	� we may wonder whether the compact sets K might be allowed

to satisfy merely K 	G 
 � instead of the stronger condition K 	G 
 �� The answer

is negative� In fact� we cannot even construct a universal function � � A�G	� see ����

Proposition �����

rEZ�ME� w RABOTE RASSMATRIWAETSQ GOLOMORFNAQ FUNKCIQ � W VORDANOWOJ

OBLASTI G KOMPLEKSNOJ PLOSKOSTI� WSE PROIZWODNYE KOTOROJ NEPRERYWNO PRO�
DOLVENY DO GRANICY �G� QWLQ��EJSQ ESTESTWENNOJ GRANICEJ FUNKCII �� dALEE�
OPREDELQETSQ DEJSTWIE NEKOTOROGO KLASSA OPERATOROW NA FUNKCI� � I ISSLEDU�T�
SQ NEKOTORYE UNIWERSALXNYE SWOJSTWA QWLENIQ SWERHSHODIMOSTI�
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